FRIENDS OF FORTY HALL PARK FUNDRAISING EVENT FOR CONSERVATION

Music on the Lawn
Sunday July 2

12noon - 6pm

PROGRAMME
12.00 SELBORNE QUARTET

Mozart Divertimento in F K138 (Allegro, Andante and Presto), Solokow, Glazounow and LaidowLes Vendredis (Polka), Montagues and
Capuletsarr Sheldon.
ZOE ATHANASIOU (VIOLIN), KATY THEODORE (VIOLIN), JIAJIE ZHANG (VIOLA), PRUDENCE CARTER PHILLIPS (‘CELLO)

12.15 BAVETTA QUARTET

Presto from Quartet no. 3 in G major (Mozart)
City of Stars (from the movie La La Land) by Justin Hurwitz (arr. M. Taylor-Cohen)
Don't Stop Me Now by Queen (arr. M. Taylor-Cohen)
GABRIELLA BAVETTA (VIOLIN); CHRISTINA ARABADJIS (VIOLIN); ALVIN HUANG (VIOLA); NATALIE DALCHER (‘CELLO)

12.30 THE LONDON BONNEVILLES

The London Bonnevilles were born in February this year when Cameron Biggs, the award winning director, asked Enfield based
songwriter/producer Tom Wordsworth to form a “skiffle band” to join the cast of the hit show “One man two Guvnors”. They play a fun
mixture of classic and modern skiffle songs intermixed with original material. The London Bonnevilles know how to have a good time and you
can dance and sing along to all of their tunes. Tom, Gary, Nic and Dave are looking forward to performing at Forty Hall and wish to thank
Jo-Ann and the committee for their support.

1.25 OPERA DUETS/SOUTHGATE OPERA
Emma Davis soprano singing- O Mio Babbino Caro, Puccini -And This is My Beloved from Kismet and The Sun’s Whose Rays from The
Mikado by Gilbert and Sullivan
Emma and Peter will be singing together La ci darem, From Don Giovanni Mozart - None Shall Part Us from Iolanthe by Gilbert and Sullivan.
Emma Davis graduated from Middlesex University with a degree in music has performed at La Fenice in Venice singing the role of Flora in
Britten’s The Turn of the Screw. Peter Whiting, baritone, will be playing the role of Robin Oakapple opposite Emma in Southgate Opera’s
February 2018 production of Ruddigore.

1.55 GEMSTONE

Gemstone are influenced by all things pop, contemporary r'n'b and soul. The band was formed as part of a University project initially but they
found they loved working together so much they had to continue. Writing their own material and bringing new life to covers, this group are
bursting with attitude and have genuine love for playing as a tight unit of friends. Their live set is not be missed and has something for
everyone.

2.30 E.G.S. GROOVE BAND
Are a group of 14-17 year old boys from Enfield Grammar playing some jazz funk tunes. They rehearse once a week lead by Malcolm Escott and
have only been together since November.

2.45 BAZOOKA JOE

Are Hertford’s finest 80s themed party band, for over six years they have been blazing across the south, filling dance floors and bringing the roof
down. If today is a musical banquet, they are the cheese and pineapple on sticks!

4.00 MARIA EVANGELOU
Taking us back to the 60s. Maria is a new face in a bygone genre, with a rhythmic voice that masterfully pays homage to soul, blues and jazz
with a retro pop feel. Maria's rich yet quivering voice beguiles listeners stirring a mix of emotions. Having been captivated by music from a
young age, Evangelou approaches her music with a mature expressiveness that draws comparison to the likes of Amy Winehouse and Duffy"
Music Week Magazine.

5.00 ODYSSEY BLUES AND SOUL BAND
The band is an experienced and inspired solid gold Soul and red hot rocking Rhythm and Blues quartet playing smash hits from the fabulous
sixties and seventies eras. The audience reaction and reviews have been fantastic wherever.
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Community Internet Radio DJ - tune in at www.radiojj.co.uk and join RadioJJ on social media.
Enfield Market Event Host, DJ and Children’s Entertainer.
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